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Paleo Solution - 205

[0:00:00]

Robb: Howdy folks, a little hiccup in the start there as we tend to have. This is
episode 205 of the PaleoSolution podcast, back in the house is large and
in charge Greg Everett. Greg what's going on man?

Greg: Not much, just I’m feeling disconnected. I’m feeling like I haven't been on
this podcast in a really long time.

Robb: Dude, I was trying to do a diversionary tactic so that you could finish the
movie and not feel additional pressure on top of your like 18 hour days
you were doing with that. So tell folks what status the movie is in. It’s
coming out soon.

Greg: The movie is in presale mode. It will be out November 16th everywhere.
So that means DVD, downloads, streaming all that kind of stuff whichever
particular format you enjoy most. So you can preorder it now,
americanweightliftingfilm.com I’m going to go ahead and give the first 50
Robb Wolf people $5 off. That means you can get the movie for $10 for a
download.

Robb: Nice.

Greg: Okay, so if you go to americanweightliftingfilm.com you go to the link to
pre-order the download, just type in ROBBWOLF for the code. You get
that sucker for $9.99.

Robb: Nice.

Greg: I mean that just seems dumb to me but good for you guys.

Robb: Two B’s. No space between Robb and Wolf or does it matter?

Greg: No space. ROBBWOLF.

Robb: Don’t fuck it up folks if you want that discount. Okay, sweet. Real quick,
we’ll blaze through our podcast sponsors.

Greg: We still have sponsors?
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Robb: Yeah shockingly enough we do. They have not abandoned us yet. Every
time I do a non Greg and Robb show, usually I’m about a 50% failure rate
in remembering to do it just wanting to like jump in and get going. So
Performance Menu Journal of Nutrition and Athletic Excellence, it is just a
phenomenal resource for anything nutrition and strength and
conditioning related $30 a year for your basic subscription and get you
the copy of the performance menu delivered to your inbox. And also
Greg, all the different versions like iPad, iPhone, Kindle all that jive.

Greg: Yup.

Robb: Yes and then the $100 a year subscription gives you all those features,
access to all of the back issues and %15 off in the catalyst athletics store.

Greg: 15% holy smokes.

Robb: How do you guys do this Greg? How do you do?

Greg: Well it’s easy. I work really hard all the time and don’t make any money.

Robb: There you go.

Greg: It’s a simple formula.

Robb: And you know as I've discovered that’s what our listeners have come to
expect from us. Do it all, make…

Greg: Exactly.

Robb: That is so awesome, fantastic.

Greg: And have a smile on your face while you're doing it.

Robb: Thank you sir. May I have another? Let’s see here, who else?
Wellfoodco.com Wellfood is your solution or your resource for grass fed
meat in jerky form. We have some really cool stuff coming out some MRE
type options that are gluten free, grass fed meat sourced. We have some
carne bars in process. They’re not cheap but they're good, what can I
say? Also if you're into the weight protein gig, we have a phenomenal
sustainably source grass fed weight protein. Check out wellfoodco.com
for that.
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Frontdeskhq.com is your mobile based solution for service based
businesses. Everybody is signing up frontdeskhq. Catalyst is doing it.
Invictus down in San Diego is doing it. Just sign up for a demo, go to
frontdeskhq.com sniff around, sign up for a demo. You can also do a –
there doing bulk demos now where you sign up for kind of webinar deal
so you can check it all out and make a time that works for you to make
that happen.

What do we have? Massa natural meats, massameats.com these are the
folks that I get my grass fed meat from. They’re in northern California,
former clients of ours at north cal strength and conditioning. They ship
anywhere in the United States. It’s absolutely amazing to eat. When I do
my order I always get all the giblets and the bones and all the rest of that
stuff, make bone broth because bone broth is the lubricant that makes
the world go around. So definitely make sure to ask for that stuff but
definitely checkout Massa meats and I think that’s it. We’re actually into
the shoe.

Greg: Oh man.

Robb: I might’ve forgotten something but…

[0:05:00]

Greg: That’s okay. I’m sure we’ll cover it somehow with this incredible range of
questions here.

Robb: Yeah. Just an interesting byline on that, Greg and I did this show once and
we actually did a pretty good job because some of the questions are
rather squirly and we waxed philosophical reach deep to get some
fantastic answers on this and then somehow we lost the whole episode.

Greg: Yeah. I think it’s been like three months too. It’s going to be like doing it
all over new again because I don't really remember any of this stuff.

Robb: Well, we make it all up as we go.

Greg: Actually what I’m realizing now is that I've made references to this
question nine, the dumpster meat guy several….

Robb: Great and nobody knows it.

Greg: Nobody knows what I’m talking about because I wasn’t [Cross-talk]
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Robb: Because we went totally wild on that. So yeah, our references to the
dumpster diving meat guy, that’s actually in this podcast. We did do it
before, just nobody actually got to listen to it. So…

Greg: Boy, time is not linear. Especially on this podcast. It’s a dashed line. Okay,
overhead lockout issue after rehabbing bicep tendonitis. Jeff says: I’ve
recently spent 2 months rehabbing a nasty case of calcific bicep
tendonitis in my left shoulder. As such, I didn’t put anything over my
head besides those lovely PT bands they give you.

Anyway, fast forward to today and I’ve got my snatch and cleans close to
my old PRs, but am having issues keeping my snatches locked out in the
receiving position. My left shoulder is just crumbling under the weight.
This doesn’t come as a surprise after the hiatus, but what assistance work
should I do to regain my shoulder stability? Waiter walks? Overhead
barbell walks? Overhead squats?

Well, I would do lots of pressing behind the neck variations and that can
be anything from a snatch push press, a regular jerk grip push press from
behind the neck, presses from the bottom of the snatch position, regular
presses behind the neck. But in any of those cases, any of the exercises
I’m going to talk about where you're holding the weight overhead, hold
them every single rep for like three seconds. And hold it as actively as
possible.

A lot of times people just kind of get lazy. They get it up there and
immediately drop it back down and it’s this perfect opportunity to build
more strength and stability. You're already putting the weight up there so
you might as well spend another three seconds each time. It’s not going
to add a whole lot of time and effort to your workout but it will make a
lot of difference. Any snatch or overhead squat or snatch balance that
you do, hold it in the bottom of the squat for three seconds. I mean
literally everything you do over head just hold it.

After your last jerk hold that thing for as long as you can until you just
start shaking uncontrollably and then do plenty of upper back and
scapular, strength and stability stuff, so that’s everything from bent rows,
dumbbell rows, scat pull-ups, scat pushups, anything like that and waiter
walks, I think that would probably be helpful. It’s just so boring. I just
tend to not ever want to do that kind of stuff.
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Overhead barbell walks, if you're going to do some kind of walking thing,
probably the one arm like the waiter walk thing is a good idea just
because it’s a little more challenging with a one arm instead of the
barbell especially if you're feeling it more in your left shoulder. You can
focus on that a little better. I think that’s about what I recommended last
time which was probably all I have.

Robb: The only thing I’d throw in there is a handy thing you can do like even if
you're at work, if the situation allows, just kicking up into a hand stand.

Greg: Good call.

Robb: And just getting some volume in the hand stand. That’s one thing when I
was doing capoeira and doing a little bit of gymnastics, it really seemed to
make my Olympic lifts easy by comparison at least for the easy – and
then I had the structural integrity to hold things out. I had the mobility to
get into the proper position. My biggest problem with I think my best
overhead squat was like 275 pounds and the limiting factor was I just
could not rapture more weight to get it over head. But it clearly wasn’t a
mobility issue and this was like about double what I could snatch. So kind
of like what's even the point? So I think the handstand work is huge in
helping that. That’s the only thing I’d throw in.

Greg: I would clarify too that if you're going to do handstand holds, do them
right please? Get into a good position structurally. Don’t be just sitting
there sagging down, leaning against the wall looking like a goof ball.

[0:10:00]

Robb: Checking out gymnasticbodies.com or idoportal.com so that you
understand what correct body line position is and what being legitimately
tight is and the engaging of the shoulders, being tight engaging the glutes
and abs and the whole thing like Greg said it’s not a passive handout have
a smoke kind of gig.

Greg: Indeed. Okay, gymnastics ring and a will, rings, that’s good he has a pair.
Luke says: Hi Robb and Greg. Thank you for providing a refreshing source
of knowledge and entertainment. Here’s a quick question regarding
training for mass under limitations. I cannot perform squats, dead lifts, or
cleans for at least a few more months down the road due to a hip injury.
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All I have are a set of gymnastics rings and open space. Hopefully there's
somewhere to hang the gymnastics rings. It can't be open space entirely.

If my goal is strength gain with an emphasis on mass (all around, not just
in the arms), what type of regimen should I follow? Is it even possible to
gain significant mass with just rings and other bodyweight exercises?
Your thoughts are much appreciated.

Robb: I think we had a really good answer for this before. I felt like it was really
good before. You know, there’s so much stuff you could do with
gymnastic rings beyond clearly – if you just break this down into vertical
pressing, vertical pulling, horizontal pressing, horizontal pulling, you have
a ton of options there. I've been doing some things where it’s kind of like
a tuck front lever body row. So I’m getting into a front lever position,
pulling the legs in and do a tuck, keeping my tight hollow position and the
doing rows from that and usually a set of six is almost a max effort on
that.

Greg: Wait, is your back kind of rounded?

Robb: A little bit rounded, yup.

Greg: It’s like a fetal row.

Robb: It’s kind of a fetal row. But my feet are off the ground. So all this stuff
that I’ve tried to rig up with my feet up on a box. I’m wearing a weight
vest and everything, it worked okay but it was just kind of cumbersome.
If I wanted to do something else then I might have to take the weight vest
on and off. If you’ve got a coupled buddies there who can drape chains
over your back and you could get all west side barbell about it then I
guess that’s kind of cool but I don't have that.

So we’re usually draining with chalk on the horse stall mats and I’m trying
to stop her doing that and sending her out on the concrete to draw and
so the easiest thing that I've found is actually some tuck positions. And
you can do a tuck kind of planched dips which make the activity much
more difficult. And then also you know clearly when it’s available just
getting a weight belt or rigging up a weight harness just with some
climbing straps or something like that which is oddly enough what I use in
my own gym but there's a lot of things you can do that make those
movements much more difficult.
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I've also gotten in the habit of I’ll do one – say like for the horizontal
rowing like the body row type stuff, I’ll have one finger on one ring and
then hand on the other ring to really emphasize one side and I’m kind of
corkscrewing up to the side where I've got the hand on it and that makes
it much more difficult. Handstand pushups are pretty damn heard for
most people. If you can get up into hyper trophy rep range of like 10-12
and do sets of that then you’re probably going to be pretty setup.

But poking around a little bit on some of the gymnastic sides, just being a
little bit creative so that you can plan with those rep ranges of anywhere
from 1-5 so that you’ve got some legit kind of neuro strength type
activation. And then higher reps in the 8-12 range so that you get more of
that, that standard body building type stimulus. And then if you can, we
don’t know where your hip is at in the story and since it’s been so long
since we answered this originally, you may be completely rehabbed or
you may have bionic legs by this point.

But if you can lounge or do anything like that then you can get some
lower body activation, doing some sprints or not bad for just keeping the
gluten hand strings from totally atrifying. Really good core work doing
sprints. So that’s what I've got. Greg, anything else?

Greg: That sounds good to me. I’m not a big ring person these days. I think once
you hit about 230 pounds, the rings are not super appealing.

Robb: It’s like let’s see here, body rows, maybe a couple of chins and yeah that’s
about it.

Greg: I do really like body rows though.

Robb: Yeah.

Greg: If you want a good upper back pump, that’s great exercise.

Robb: High reps on that.

[0:15:00]

Greg: Okay, ole lifts, dropping weights versus lowering under control. Eric says:
Props to you both for not sucking and never killing anyone (yet).

Robb: They haven't found the bodies.
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Greg:  The article linked below by USA Weightlifting discusses Jim Schmitz’s
view that weightlifters should be lowering loads under control rather
than dropping the weight from overhead. Curious to hear Greg and
Robb’s thoughts on this as gym owners and coaches. Okay, I’ll give you
my thoughts as multiple people, as a gym owner and a coach and weight
lifter.

So I didn’t read this article this time but I believe I have read it before.
But I agree with Jim to some degree. I do think that it is beneficial in a lot
of the ways for lifters to lower some of their lifts under control. And
when I say some, I mean the ones that they can lower under control
safely. So I don’t think it’s a good idea to kind of encourage or force lifters
to lower all their weights because eventually they better be lifting
weights that they can't lower under control. That’s kind of the whole
point of weight lifting. It’s a uni-directional thing right?

A snatch and a clean and a jerk, they only go one way. There is no down
face or centric portion of those lifts. The lowering stuff is kind of an
artifact of the days of steel weights where you were just an asshole if you
dropped them because you broke everything. And so that’s why that stuff
was rubberized is so that you could drop them over and over and over
again without destroying the facility or the bar, the weights. So I do think
that some people get a little lazy on that stuff and when they start
slamming bars after snatching 40 kilos, that’s a little dumb.

So as a gym owner, it does piss me off when I see people abusing
equipment and just being lazy and if you drop a weight from overhead
literally like don’t guide it down at all then I’m going to yell at you. 1)
because its hard on the equipment but 2) because that stuff can take an
odd bounce and go hit someone or something else especially the kind of
people who tend to do that tend to be lifting light weights like they’ve
got 10 kilo bumpers on each side and those things are not super stable
because of their narrow width. So those will bounce all over the place.
Plus they’ll start really jacking up the weights by kind of moving that inner
hub around wanting to bend them and tackle and so don’t be that guy.

So with jerks, we have jerk blocks in this gym. We use them typically for
higher rep heavy jerk. So let’s say we’re doing triples or doubles at pretty
heavy weights and it’s beyond a weight that someone can lower, I’m
going to have them use the jerk blocks because I’d rather be able to push
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the weight on those jerks for the real jerk rather than hold them back in
order to keep them in range the weight that they can lower because that
doesn’t make any sense. In competition, all you got to do is get it over
head. You don’t have to bring it back down. You just have to show control
when you're lowering it essentially.

But up until that point I do like to see people bringing the weights down
with the jerk in particular, typically what you’ll find is the wider your grip,
the less able you are to lower head your weights because of the angle,
the kind of rotation on the elbow. So I tend to jerk pretty wide so I can
lower my jerks up to about 150 on a good day and beyond that, it’s too
painful in my elbows so I’m not going to push that. That’s just stupid.

Robb: Greg, what is that? Is that a percent of your one rep max?

Greg: I don't know, let’s see here.

Robb: Just ball park like 80…

Greg: I’m going to give an actual number 85%. But you have someone like Steve
who his best jerk is I think 171, he lowered it after he made that PR. But
he has a pretty narrow jerk rip. He’s also just a really strong jerker like
structurally he’s built for jerks and he never uses jerk blocks. So it kind of
depends, if you spend your whole weight lifting career lowering your
jerks, you're probably going to be pretty damn good about it. So be smart
about it. when you're lowering that stuff to your shoulders, make sure
you’ve got air and your abs are tight because I know of one guy who
pretty much ended his weight lifting career by bringing down a jerk and
fucking up his back. So don’t be that guy.

And then as far as cleans and snatches, if you're doing stuff from the
hang it’s a really good practice to not drop it to the ground and then pick
it up again try to keep in your hands the whole time because that’s great
for your grip strength and just overall kind of toughness. But again you
don’t want to limit what you're able to lift by forcing yourself to lower
weights that you’re not capable of lowering. Rob, thoughts?

[0:20:10]

Robb: Cool. I cannot add much to that other than my experience relative to
Greg’s is my total Olympic lifting coach background is probably about a
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month of what Greg does. So I feel like I’m a decent coach but nowhere
nearly as good as Greg is but I have noticed it for athletes one of the
things that we talk about is learning to both generate force externally but
also receive force.

And the ability to get that coordination of taking a snatch from overhead
writing it down, cradling it into the hips in a general fashion even with a
relatively heavy weight for the individual and the same deal with being
able to take a jerk from over head, cradle it down, absorb that weight in a
really effective way, I think that there’s just some really beautiful transfer
with other activities.

It’s not like it’s going to make the difference between you making the NFL
or not but I just find it people who are generally pretty athletic are pretty
good at doing that and training athletically I would go out on a limb and
say it probably makes you a little bit better of an athlete so I think that
it’s a great opportunity for athletes. Maybe even if you're not a
competitive weight lifter but for athletes I think that there's a great
opportunity to learn that body control, learn that spatial awareness of
where that weight is relative to where you are, the feelings of
acceleration and deceleration and I think that there's good stuff from
that. That’s really all that I could add.

Greg: Yeah, it will definitely toughen you up. No doubt about that.

Robb: Like a piece of leather.

Greg: Okay, seeking answers and advice about nutrition without a colon.
Kimberly says: I've been a fitness trainer since 1997 and became ill with
colorectal cancer in 2003. In 2004 I had a proctocolectomy. Since then, I
have had nothing but constant struggle keeping weight and muscle on
and most of all gaining weight. For 9 years I have been undergoing trial
and error with eating. It has been the most frustrating and disheartening
task ever. I am nowhere near my normal body weight, probably 15
pounds under. I also had radiation to the pelvic area 9 years ago which
has, I think, affected the development of my glutes, or rather the ability
to strengthen and develop them when weight training.

I have tried everything and nothing has worked. I also atrophy at warp
speed. My question(s) to you is, do you have any idea as to what I should
be eating, how I should train (if at all) to overcome this horrible life
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sentence? Oh, I should mention, I do NOT eat red meat at all. But I am
open to poultry, fish and other things. I know you are a huge proponent
of the paleo diet. I have gone from eating everything to vegetarianism to
veganism back to almost eating everything again. If you have any
thoughts I would greatly greatly appreciate it! Oh, I should mention, I am
a 38 year old female and had cancer at age 28-29. Thanks so much!!

Robb: Wow. I mean it just seems like such a slam dunk that I almost – we’ve
mentioned this before. I almost feel bad because kind of like okay, grain
legume dairy free, paleo is probably a fantastic place to start. Make sure
your vitamin D levels are good, really protect your sleep like you’ve
already taken a pretty good impact from surviving this trial so that’s just a
base line deal. I would suspect that if you tolerate grass fed butter like
with a little bit of dairy protein and there isn't problematic I would
suspect that could be beneficial.

Coconut oil can be beneficial. There was a shorter chair or medium chain
tri-glycerides, could be really, really good as a good calorie source for
you. Usually we get some bacterial fermentation of some fiber in the
colon and that’s actually where we get some of these short chain
saturated fats and they tend to be very beneficial on an eating microbial
standpoint. And also for the rest of the body since you may not have that
functioning then possibly a way to bypass that is looking at like grass fed
butter and coconut oil and those things.

We just know we’ve got some suspects in like the grain legume dairy
story of some gut irritants so it just makes sense to stack the deck as
much as you can in favor of really good digestion. Probiotics and I’m
moving more and more towards just recommending that people make
their own sauerkraut or kimchi or something like that at home. If you go
out deer hunting then apparently eating the stomach contents of deer is
a fantastic way to do that.

Greg: That’s pretty hardcore.

[0:25:00]

Robb: I haven't gone to that place yet but the American gut project just had a
piece talking about the Hadza hunter-gatherer group in Africa and that’s
what those dudes do, so I don't know. That seems pretty rough. But you
know, soups and stews, making your food easy to digest, some digestive
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support like the now food super enzymes or god forbid trying out some
of the paleologix adaptagest could be really, really beneficial as well. It’s
just kind of tackling this in a way where you are trying to stack the deck
as much as humanly possible in a favorable digested story.

I've found some people, also this sounds a little bit wacky but throwing a
heating pad on their stomach, it actually increases blood flow to that
area. And so you eat a meal, throw a heating pad on your stomach, close
your eyes, do some nice slow breathing, get that kind of parasympathetic
calming down down regulation response, I think that stuff is all money for
digestion and again like my main thought on this is just assuming that
we’ve got some impacted digestion. It’s not firing as well as we would like
and so we do everything possible to try to improve that.

And then with the gluten training and you know the standard deal,
lounges, hip bridges, volume, volume, volume, just trying to really light
that area up and see if it’s kind of innervated, try to get some more
activity in there but I would have to see what your movement is and be
able to comment more on that. But I think that to the degree you can put
any big volume, big intensity into that, you should get some results out of
it, sprinting uphill sprinting, playing with both heavy weight and
lightweight for high reps just really running the gambit on that.

Maybe a block of like two weeks of low weight heavy weight low rep and
then a block of 2 to 3 weeks of high weight or high rep low weight activity
and do you have anything else Greg?

Greg: Who’s the butt guy? Bret Contreras?

Robb: Bret Contreras. Yeah.

Greg: You might check out.

Robb: He has tons of stuff.

Greg: I think he’s got like an eBook with like 8,000 exercises or something
absurd like that. So if you can't figure out how to dial in your butt with
that stuff, I don't know what to do.

Robb: Maybe if he’s the glute guy maybe I should become the breast guy.

Greg: Breast thighs.
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Robb: I have to think of that one.

Greg: You might want to discuss that with Nicki first.

Robb: Yeah, that’s true.

Greg: Okay, double above the knee amputation. Nick says hey guys, like most
people who ask you questions, I love the podcast. I’ve learned a lot from
the two of you and really appreciate how many people you help on a
regular basis. I thought this question was right up your alley, Robb. I just
had a friend from my old unit move to the town I live in. He’s a double,
above-the-knee amputee, with no residual limb on the right and about 6
inches on the left. It’s been just over two years since he decided to play
human mine sweeper in Afghanistan. I apologize if that joke offended
anyone.

Anyway, he’s expressed an interest to me in beginning training again. His
goals are as follows: Be strong and fit enough to handle any situations
that may come his way. Fix any of the problems that sitting in a wheel
chair all day long may cause for his body. For example due to having no
residual limb on one side he sits in a sideways, slouched position and it
causes him quite a bit of back pain. He also wants to add structure and
small daily challenges to overcome into his daily life to help him with his
mindset. Lose weight and strengthen his trunk enough to begin using his
prosthesis again.

He’s not very overweight considering he’s been in and out of hospitals
consistently for the last two years and only has half of a body. He also has
an outstanding attitude. We started training this Monday, but I’m just not
100% sure how to structure a routine for someone like this. The template
I have so far is 3 days a week for now, warming him up with some of the
FSPs from BtGB. I don't know what any of those are. What is that?

Robb: I forget. I knew it when we did this one before but I’m totally forgetting.

Greg: Alright. It sounds good. Over the course of the week I’m trying to have
him hit two intensity presses, two volume presses, two pulling
movements, two shrug movements, and a “sprint” or two (a la the Power
Athlete Template). I also loaned him my copy of becoming a Supple
Leopard and have been helping him design a mobility routine to fit his
limitations.
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So, to my questions, does this look alright, or should I scrap the whole
thing? If it doesn’t look like a steaming pile of shit, is there anything I
should tweak? He had his time as a novice long ago, but do you think a
linear progression would better serve him as he’s been out of the game
for a while? Anything helps. Again, thanks guys, you’re awesome. I
understand if you can’t get to my question. Keep on rocking the free
world.

PS Greg, sorry for leaving you out of the question. I’ll have to try to make
it down to one of your certs in ’14 to make it up to you, but I’ll probably
just get a subscription to the PM in the meantime. Sounds like a deal.

Robb: Yeah. Roger on both counts. I think that Greg jumped on this one right
out of the gate before with the answer and I’m curious why they're not
using some sort of a shim on that.

[0:30:04]

Greg: Yeah. That’s what struck me as odd. It seems like that should be like
number one thing the VA does like hey, here’s your wedge to sit on. So
you're not fucking crooked like what kind of assholes are running these
hospitals?

Robb: So if that’s not addressed, I mean you can buy – got it at home depot or
something like a piece of foam if they don’t have something from an
orthopedic supply place that would work but even if it’s not a pocket deal
I would imagine $50 to a couple $100 like you could get some sort of
orthopedic shim put together so that when he is sitting in his chair we’re
getting as upright a carriage as we possibly can. That seems like a have to
deal like that would be priority number one out of any of this stuff in my
opinion. From there, I think that would be priority number one out of any
of this stuff in my opinion. From there I think the recommendations look
good.

Actually going back to our ring question earlier, I think some ring work.
One thing, god love this guy for serving his country and fighting through
all the stuff. If there was a silver lining anywhere, the fact that an
individual doesn’t have much of their lower body, they could probably do
some absolutely ridiculous stuff on the reps and malteses, elevators, all
that stuff should become quite easy relatively. It’s great shoulder
mobility. I think it’s something that there's an almost infinite progression
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on like there's never going to be a day where there’s not something else
that one could do with that.

So I would actually think about getting – Gymnastics Body actually has a
really, really solid online program that you can sign up for
gymnasticbodies.com coach Christopher Summer and maybe talk to
those guys and you know, explain the situation. And the main thing that
you're going to be looking for is possibly like handstand, handstand
progressions and ring work because clearly the tumbling piece really isn't
going to be applicable here. But I think you could do amazing stuff with
that.

As a baseline just getting going, I think a linear progression until stuff
starts slowing down and I would really put some thought into ring work
and then also I think last time we had talked about getting in the water
and doing some swimming if that’s at all possible and they have some of
the kind of aqua man gloves where you get the bigger bite of water so
that he would be able to thread water a little more effectively because he
wouldn’t have much or any type of kick to help stabilize him while he’s in
the water.

But it seems like being able to swim both on the surface and being able to
dive and just get into more of a three dimensional world instead of just
two dimensional cruising around in a wheelchair, that seems like it would
be a lot of fun and again something that you can open up all kinds of
possibilities so those are my thoughts.

Greg: Yeah. I think that’s pretty much covered everything we’ve talked about
last time.

Robb: Yeah.

Greg: Okay, calcium and bones. Pam says: Hello. I have a question concerning
the paleo diet, calcium, and bones. I have been eating paleo for 1.5 years.
I also do crossfit. I am 32 years old. Two months ago I was doing a
workout involving walking lunges and squats. During a squat, I felt a mild
pop followed by pain in my knee. After 2 months of rest and no
improvement, I went to an orthopedic sports doctor who sent me for an
MRI believing I had a torn meniscus. He was surprised to find out the MRI
actually showed a “bone bruise” The report says “mild marrow edema
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involving the anterior and posterior aspects of the central lateral tibial
plateau.”

He seemed a bit surprised by this and said it would be caused by my diet
and nutrition and the acute pain during squat was just the straw that
broke the camel’s back. I never told him I eat paleo or anything like that.
So, this got me concerned about my bones and the paleo diet and was
wondering your thoughts on this subject and if you thought the bone
bruise could be due to my diet and what I could change to improve.
Thank you.

Robb: I think Greg and I talked about this last time which is interesting that
there wasn’t a density scan or a bone mineral density scan done.

Greg: Yes, that was odd.

Robb: It seems like a little bit of a reach to just immediately say that the bone
bruise was absolutely a dietary cause and that we had I guess some
potential decalcification going on like osteoporosis osteopenia something
like that. It seems like a smart thing to do is just get that checked. If we
do have a problem, I would be really, really surprised just because we’ve
seen such – so many, again admittedly still largely anecdotal stuff but
older folks in particular pre-paleo they show poor bone mineral density.
Post-paleo they show dramatically improved bone mineral density.

[0:35:06]

Lifting weights is typically very good for that. The crossfit journal had a
great piece on Mary Conover ages ago and she had showed a reversal of
her bone mineral loss from just improving her diet and doing some full
body functional movements. So that just is confusing to me why the
doctor would jump immediately on that. But again, this is where getting
some baseline diagnostics are really helpful if there is an issue here, then
you know, more leafy vegetables, more nuts and seeds. Get in and make
some bone brought, save all the chicken stock and make some chicken
schmaltz and cook with that stuff.

Boil the bones down. go to your butcher shop and get some beef bones
or other bones that they have, make some soup stock out of that. Use it
in all of your cooking and you're going to improve your calcium intake
dramatically. There are some very concerning features about calcium
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supplements specifically in that they tend to increase cardiovascular
disease potentially throwing hot and having a cardiac event. So I’m
nervous about recommending calcium if your doctor would want to do
that then clearly he or she can take that bullet from just an outside
observer looking in and looking at the physiology or considering the
physiology, I would be concerned about that.

But get your baseline. Make sure that this really is a bone mineral issue. If
it is then you’ve got some strategies for addressing that. If it’s not then I
want to go out on a limb and maybe say there was some overuse stuff
and that this is more of an overuse deal than an actual physiological lack
of calcium.

Greg: Yeah, because the whole thing doesn’t make any sense to me. Supposed
to be doing crossfit but for all we know she’s running 15 miles a day.
Doing something weird like that and has an existing structural issue with
that knee so it’s getting uneven pressure something like that. But yeah, it
doesn’t make sense that you would suddenly have an acute pain like that
and a popping sensation. That’s not a bone bruise. You know what I
mean? That doesn’t make any sense to me so I would look much farther
into that whole thing.

Robb: Second opinion.

Greg: Yes and possibly third and fourth.

Robb: Exactly.

Greg: Beef liver tabs. I think we’ve referred to this one multiple times too and
forgetting that no one had any idea what we’re talking about. TJ says:
hey guys, love the cast. I have seen tremendous benefits from adopting
paleo principles and I have you to thank for much of it. I like taking
desiccated beef liver tabs as part of my daily regimen. It feels kind of old
timey cool. If Vince Gironda preached it- that is enough for me, but I
wonder what you think.

I am a 35 year old 210 lbs long time weightlifter. I also take creatine, fish
oil and a multivitamin. I eat about 85% paleo from local sourced meat,
fruits, and veggies but can’t bring myself to enjoy offal. Do the beef liver
tabs offer me any of the benefits that eating fresh organs would? Thanks
for your podcast.
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Robb: Yeah. I remember last time with this one and short answer, I don't really
see the upside on the beef liver tabs like they're mainly an iron source.
You're not really getting any of the vitamin D or vitamin A that you would
normally get out a liver. I think I had some concerns about like oxidized
cholesterol and also lots and lots of men in particular end up with iron
overload and so there’s a pretty concentrated iron source. And Anthony
Colpo had a part of him figuring out his insulin resistance story was
actually related to iron overload and this isn't familial hemochromatosis.

But it’s just this baseline story that if you take this evolutionary template
and in the past we were probably parasitically impaired and we got
injured occasionally and we bled a little bit and what not that, there was
kind of an expectation of humans bleeding off a little bit of extra iron.
Clearly women do this as part of their menstrual cycle. Men historically
did this from doing what men do and bleeding as a consequence of that.

I can't really see the upside on the beef liver tablets. It is old timey. Vince
Gironda was definitely ahead of his time on a lot of stuff but I would try
to just cook some liver with some onions and stuff it down once a week
and see how that goes. So that’s about all I've got.

[0:40:00]

Greg: Alright. Peel and eat only if you have the time. Ada (Ay-duh) Smith says –
thank you for putting the phonetic spelling which is Ay-duh. Robb and
Greg, thanks for the great podcast and guidance. I call my dietary choices
a belief because Paleo is my belief system right now. Not that you all are
my god, but rather that I believe in the foundation that you all have
provided. Much thanks and appreciation.

As I sit here in “LA, not L. A.” I guess she means Louisiana. As the No’leans
would say, staring at my dinner of quickly sautéed gulf shrimp, I got lazy
and stopped peeling them. Robb has harped on the value of bone broth,
chewing bones and sinew, I was curious if the shell of shrimp had any of
the same benefits. Eating the tail and legs weirdoes me out, but the shells
of these guys seem thin not too much of a hindrance. Maybe I will regret
it in a few hours, maybe they will help clear out my tracts. Any thoughts?
Thank you again, oh here is this, 5’11. 167 pounds. Xfit 3-5 times a week.
With a 2.5 mile warm up run to the gym. Too tired to run home.

Robb: Too…
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Greg: 2 ½ mile warm-up run and then crossfit and you're surprised that you're
too tired to run home. How do you get back home? Hitchhike?

Robb: Yeah, like a cab or something or just walk I guess. I don't know. You
know, humans produce chitinase. We can digest chitin. Chitin is the
exoskeleton of crabs and lobsters and spiders and crickets and
interestingly it’s also part of the constituent in fungi so the structure is a
little bit like wood. It kind of looks like a carbohydrate but it has a
nitrogen atom in the whole matrix that makes it a little bit protein like, a
little bit wood like and obviously ubiquitous in biology and not
surprisingly we do have enzymes to break that stuff down.

I don't see any down side to it at all. I don't know that you're going to get
massive nutritive value out of the chitin itself but I have to admit that
when we go out for shrimp or I’m facing a big pile of shrimp and if they're
not real easy to peel, I just end up eating the shells too. I’m just like fuck
it. Just eat the shells. There an amazing Mexican food place down the
street from us and they make this Siete Mares sea food seven seas sea
food dish that is absolutely amazing, lots and lots of shrimp in it and I end
up just fatiguing on trying to peel the stuff and just eat the shells.

I actually pulled up some interesting papers researching this. There's a
good argument too and this gets a little bit far afield but from the whole
sustainability standpoint and diversifying the foods we eat and stuff like
that, creepy crawly critters are actually incredibly nutritious and it’s
interesting even the Inuit still maintain chitinase activity like eating
creepy crawlers has been a part of human and pre-human physiology for
a log, log time. So even though only some humans can digest say lactose
as we age after we weigh in from breastfeeding, basically all humans
maintain the chitinase activity.

So yeah, I think go for it. Diversify your food. Make life easier and if it
makes – maybe that’s where you call those popcorn shrimp because
they’ve got a little crunch factor.

Greg: No, the whole reason that makes popcorn shrimp so delicious is that
they’re deep fried.

Robb: I missed that.

Greg: Missing the point.
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Robb: Caveat nuance. Yeah.

Greg: Alright, here we go. The infamous dumpster meat question. If you
would’ve told me that we were going to do this question twice, I never
would’ve believed you.

Robb: We would’ve closed the podcast and just ran screaming into the woods.

Greg: Okay, Neil says: Dear Robb and Greg, I have three questions for you. Two
of them might be easy answers. For the third there is no right or wrong
answer but I’d like to see what you have to say nonetheless. So as you
might be able to tell from the subject, these first two questions have to
do with meat found in the trash. I get a lot of the meat that I eat from
dumpsters. It might sound gross to some listeners and yourselves, but
the idea of working a regular job to support my meat habits sounds gross
to me.

I like using some of the ample waste that is generated in this country. The
meat I get is normally from the dumpsters of places like whole foods, and
trader Joe’s, so it’s all pretty high quality (no hormones/antibiotics,
pastured, grass-fed etc.) those antibiotics might actually come in handy in
here in the dumpster. It is also usually still frozen or chilled when I get it.
My questions are: 1) Does eating older meat have any adverse health
effects. I have heard that plant foods start losing nutrients after harvest,
but does anything similar happen to meat? In the book Lights Out they
mention cooked meats oxidizing while sitting in the fridge, but that’s all
that I’ve heard about the subject.

[0:45:00]

2) I’ve been eating scavenged food for ten years and haven’t gotten sick. I
have admittedly eaten a few things that didn’t smell to fresh (I usually go
by the motto, “your nose knows”, but sometimes I don’t). Is there any
benefit to ingesting meats that aren’t fresh from time to time? Building
up immunities to food born illnesses perhaps, like the San bushmen in
Africa? (You should watch a film called “The Great Dance” if you haven’t
seen it).

3) I lived in the Cascadian wilderness at 7,500 ft. with only stone-age
clothing tools and food, for a month last year. It was a group of about
eight people. I know that Robb had a similar experience on “I Caveman”,
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and was wondering if you could talk about your reintegration into society
after it was over. I went through a period of brain overload. All of the
subconscious reading of street signs and billboards along with normal city
sights and sounds made my head feel like it was going to explode. I
attribute this to the re-sensitizing of my senses in the mountains.

I also went through a period of depression that lasted just over eight
months. Can’t tell you exactly what that’s about, maybe feeling content
just to exist, and then coming back to the reality of civilization. Could you
please talk about your experiences, and if they were similar at all. Thanks
so much for your comments, and, Robb, nice shot on that elk in ”I
Caveman”!

Robb: Thank god for that.

Greg: Yeah, should’ve done that day one you dummies.

Robb: We had like 15 camera men with us from day 1 up to about day 7 so
oddly enough trying to hunt without a riffle where you're like 400 meters
away with a bunch of camera men stomping around makes things a little
challenging. So let’s see here. So we had three questions. Does eating old
meat have any adverse health effects? You know, clearly if you got some
sort of seriously bad e.coli or some of these other nasty gut borne
pathogens you could get seriously sick. But it sounds like what you're
doing has been working so far.

Interestingly most of it – and this gets kind of gross but even if meat is
kind of heading on the down side, if it’s cooked thoroughly, it may not
taste good, it may not smell particularly good but if you’ve largely killed
the bacteria on it then you should be pretty safe. The caveat with that is
any type of food that gets in a completely anaerobic environment like if it
got buried under a bunch of stuff or this where like we really don’t see
this very often anymore but occasionally it happens like some canned
food where the can is actually expanding, clostridium botulinum the
source of botulism, the botulinum toxin is gnarly stuff. It is a bad way to
get sick and a really effective way to die so that would be one concern.

If the meat got into some sort of anaerobic situation where it was really
thoroughly buried and there was some decomposition that was going on
and you actually had some clostridium botulinum that got setup on the
meat, no amount of cooking is going to inactivate that and that could be
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really bad. Short of that though which I mean you’re talking about a really
I guess a lucky shot but lucky being maybe a bad term for this where the
meat would be both exposed to clostridium botulinum and it would be
buried in such a way that it’s anaerobic environment and you actually
managed to find this stuff so I guess that’s not that big of a deal.

The nutrient loss in meat, it’s interesting usually we age meat anyway
and part of the process of aging after the animal is killed is it’s hung in an
environment it is cool but not too cool, not too warm and the apoptotic
processes that go on in the cell program cell death actually is involved in
releasing digestive enzymes that help to soften and provide flavor the
meat. So there’s some argument for actually improving the nutritional
content there. I would imagine the minerals aren’t going to go anywhere
so meat has zinc and magnesium and iron and all that. They’re not going
to go anywhere.

Meat also has some B vitamins, potentially some vitamin A and some
other stuff. I would suspect that would probably degrade with oxidative
exposure. Oddly enough, the USDA nutrient database doesn’t have a
subsection for dumpster dove in old meat that’s like boiled or bake or
barbecued or whatever. So I don't know n that cooking improves the
nutrient content of some – or the nutrient absorption in some cases for
certain nutrition’s it damages or degrades the nutrient profile in other
cases so I would imagine this would be a similar story. So make sure to
dumpster dive some veggies while you're also grabbing the meat.

[0:50:00]

Number 2) I've scavenged meat for 10 years, have I gotten sick could
there be some benefit to it? Oddly enough I think there could be. It’s
funny the food morays and stuff like that, what grosses people out quite
different from culture to culture but I think a little bit earlier on I
mentioned the human gut project and their piece that they did on the
Hadza where they killed these animals, ate the intestinal contents,
washed out the colon of these gazelle and basically threw them in the fire
for two minutes and then ate them.

And the interior was not clean or clean from our standpoint but basically
the human gut project, they're trying to kind of catalogue the human gut
micro biome from as many people, as many cultures as it possibly can
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particularly as we are westernizing virtually every corner of the globe and
the food sources are changing and it may be important to archive and
catalogue and understand what the different gut bacteria are in different
folks because we’re coming to understand so many of our health issues
are possibly gut bacteria related and changes in the gut flora.

I do think there's some good argument for tuning the immune response
from occasional – from just getting changes in bacteria in general some of
them may be pathogenic. Some of them may be relatively benign. Some
of them may be beneficial but all of this stuff definitely seems to tune the
immune response and there seems to be some benefit from that. So I
guess there could be some upside to that.

And then the final one these guys spent a month out there. We spent two
weeks. I wouldn’t say that I was depressed coming back. I was absolutely
beat to death. Again this feels kind of ground hog stage because I feel I've
answered this one before because I actually did. Nobody actually listened
to it besides Greg and I but…

Greg: I didn’t really listen to it actually.

Robb: I lost 18 pounds on 8 days on that show. The exercise physiologist and
the anthropologist that were monitoring the show, they estimated that
we were burning somewhere in the neighborhood of 4500 to 4800
calories, certainly someone my size was Billy whose like a 240 pound
dude clearly burning even more because of stomping over hill and dale
gathering firewood and all that sort of stuff, sleeping absolutely was
miserable because we were mainly sleeping on the ground.

I was one of the people who actually maintained body temperature
reasonably well so I basically got kicked outside while most of the
females and the guys who couldn’t stay war outside at night got to sleep
inside and we kind of rotated that around. But it was when you would
have people outside just absolutely miserable then I ended up feeling
guilty and went outside so they could sleep. But you know, you never
slept longer than about 45 minutes stretch when I was outside we were
monitoring the fire and because we had some reasonably high winds at
night, we didn’t really have much in the way of rocks to kind of bank the
fire in the area that we were in.
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You would build up the fire reasonably large and you would get a little bit
of warmth and you would fall asleep and you would wake up and the fire
would be down to embers and you would be in a panic to scratch around
in the dark trying to find wood to put back on the fire to build it up
because it was really, really hard starting a fire with the hand drill. So
there was this low grade anxiety and paranoia the whole time and the
only thing similar to it that I can relate is the first couple of weeks that
Zoey was born. You just are constantly afraid that the kid is not
breathing, are they okay? And you're just in this low grade panic all the
time.

So lots of physical activity, almost no food. Horrible sleep and so I was
hammered after that. That’s actually where I think I had for a while some
thyroid and some pretty serious cortisol issues which with Doc Parsley’s
help and doing some other stuff I managed to fix most of that but it
mashed me. The first couple of days sleeping in a modern enclosed
environment was really weird the very first night that we came out of the
woods I had kind of a waking dream where I literally did not know where
I was.

[0:55:00]

I was in this hotel room but I was dreaming – there was like a weird light
coming in the window of the hotel room which I thought was the camp
fire and I just literal had no idea where I was. I woke up and I was
wandering around the room and looking for fire wood and if you
would’ve asked me my name, where I lived, it was almost like the way
that people described like an ambient sleep or something where I was
just completely sleep walking. And finally put the pieces together I’m like
okay I’m in a hotel room all that stuff.

But I wouldn’t say that I had depression afterwards. It was really, really –
even though we were covered in bugs like the mosquitoes in this area
were horrible. You're sleeping on the ground, you're cold, all the rest of
that stuff but I got to say one thing that was really incredible about that
experience was there was no multitasking. When I went out to put up
these dead fall traps, I just worked on making all the sticks that I needed
for that and getting the cortege ready and I went out and did it and if it
was an 8 hour or 10 job, you just spent 8 hour or 10 hours on it and that’s
just what you did.
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There wasn’t email coming in. There wasn’t a phone call distracting you.
I've got to say multitasking has got to be one of the most stressful
annoying soul sucking elements of my current situation and I love what I
do. I love working with people. I love helping people. I love the ability to
do some research and do some writing and everything but the problem
that I face and Greg I think you could comment to this even doubly
because of having done the movie and generally being a lot more
productive than I am but it would be so nice if you could just do a month
of writing, no email, no phone call, no nothing or even a week of it.

Greg: How about a day?

Robb: I’m done with writing for a while or even for a day. As soon as you do that
than your email inbox – and I have my email triage like squachy triage is
my emails and just sends the important stuff forward to me. Even then, I
end up with hundreds of emails potentially in a day. It’s just fucking
stressful. Wows me I get to do shit that I like and everything. But you asks
question so I’m answering it like it was just so liberating to not have the
multitasking deal.

I've grown over time where I really don’t like traffic. I really don’t like big
cities, all that much unless I’m in an environment like Boston or Florence,
Italy or somewhere where I walk everywhere, there's like some decent
public transit where I can get wherever I want to go as fast or faster than
using a car. Actually really like an environment like that but I just got back
from a military gig down in San Diego and whenever I go down to San
Diego I’m like man, this place is great. It’s totally beautiful and then you
got on the freeways and like fuck this, not for any money would I live
down here. It just sucks.

Reno is actually a good size for me. It has the stuff that I need but it’s not
too big to get around but really the biggest thing that I noticed was just
the multi tasking thing. It was really, really annoying. And then even
though I wanted to ring the necks of a lot of the people I was on the cast
with at various points, it was also kind of a schizophrenic thing like one
minute you absolutely wanted to kill somebody and I’m sure they wanted
to kill me at various points. And then five minutes later you're literally on
the ground laughing hysterically.
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And that’s one of the somewhat unfortunate things about the way that
they edit these shows is that there was some really funny kind of
heartwarming cool stuff that happened and none of that made the cut.
So there was a lot of really cool funny stuff that happened and you just
don’t get a lot of that in your day to day life. When I talk to people on
professional sports teams, when I get to work with some of the military
special operations people, they seem to really – you know that sense of
camaraderie and that joy that they get from working really closely with
people which can waffle between wanting to kill each other to having just
these really heightened experiences of being in an exciting or a
dangerous environment and working together on a task.

And there was definitely elements of that. That was super cool. But if I
were to do something like that again, it would be nice to be in an area
that actually had food that we could gather and not be at 8,500 feet
elevation for a base camp in June in Colorado and there’s still snow on
the ground when we started that fucking…

Greg: Some rookie mistakes.

Robb: No, there was no rookie mistake there. The producers knew it was going
to be miserable so that’s why they picked it. The rookie mistake was
doing it. I was telling Nicky the whole time I’m like we’re going to starve
and she was like you’ll never get a chance to do this again. I was like but
we’re going to starve and we did.

Greg: But it was for the good of the entertainment pleasure of all of us.

Robb: I guess so.

Greg: Cool.

Robb: Anything else that folks need to know before we button this thing up?

Greg: I don't think so. Go hurry up to americanweightliftingfilm.com code
ROBBWOLF, get $5 off the movie download, not the DVD but the
download.

Robb: Dude there's only going to be 49 left because I’m getting mine now so
jump on it folks. Okay Greg, great having you back. Stoked that the movie
is done and I’m glad we finally got the dumpster meat diving thing
actually…
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Greg: We got this thing one way or another.

Robb: Alright man. Well, talk to you soon.

Greg: See you.

Robb: Bye.

[1:00:46] End of Audio


